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English as a Global Language
Posted on December 1, 2004 by Editor
By Jeffrey Barlow <barlowj@pacificu.edu>
Editor, Interface
Crystal, David.  English as a Global Language. 2nd edition. Cambridge: 2003.
David Crystal is easily both one of the most prolific writer/editors on the topic of the English
language, and one of the most authoritative.  He is the author of TheCambridge Encyclopedia of
Language (1997), the recent work, The Stories Of Englihs (2004), the earlier Language and the
Internet (2001), and the work under review here, English as a Global Language, among many
others.  Crystal is primarily a linguist, and secondarily an expert on the history and development of
the English language in particular.[1]  Among his other fields of interest, Crystal pays a great deal
of attention to the impact of the Internet on language use.
A topic which has continually interested us at the Berglund Center is the issue of writing for the
World Wide Web.[2]  Crystal brings a great deal of experience and learning to this issue, and we
will be reviewing several of his books in this and following issues. At first glance it might appear
that English as a Global Language would have little to say about the impact of the Internet, or
the question as to what is good writing within that environment.  However, Crystal’s close
treatment of the topic, primarily via a historical approach, gives the reader an excellent, broad
understanding, including an understanding of the impact of the Internet upon the spread of
English.
Crystal is primarily interested in the development of English (in fact, Englishes, as one of his
important points is that there are in fact, many varieties of English, all equally valid.) between
1950 and the publication of his second edition in 2003.  In 1950 there was much speculation that
English might become a global language.  By 2003, as Crystal states, “World English exists as a
political and cultural reality.”[3]
The historical process whereby this happened is related with a great deal of fascinating detail,
always culminating in useful generalizations. Briefly put, the British empire first gave English its
introduction upon the world stage, then as the empire began to fail, American economic and
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technological domination gave it an additional boost, in effect insuring its status as a global
language.
Crystal’s fundamental perspective is that multilingualism is a “world resource”, but at the same
time, a common language is equally important.  He is not one of the triumphalists who looks
forward to the day when English alone might be a sufficient linguistic resource with which to deal
with a truly global environment.  Language has, Crystal states, two important functions: one
communicative across localities, and one to build cultural and community solidarity within
localities. Accordingly, though minor languages are continually lost, there seems little reason to
believe that any one language will prove truly dominant. Those wishing to communicate or trade
outside their locality will always function at a higher level when operating in the language of that
locality than in their native tongue.
Moreover, the question as to whether English will be the permanent choice for the global
language is also, Crystal feels, an open one. It may be that English has achieved such a broad
spread and become the second language of so many peoples that it could withstand even the
economic and political collapse of both English and the United States.  But perhaps not; there
are other important languages that might well come to the fore under such circumstances.  As
Crystal continually states, the present world is, from the linguistic perspective, one in which
predictions on the basis of past events are impossible: we have never been here before, in a
world with truly global communications on the scale of contemporary cheap air travel and the
Internet.
English as a Global Language is a fascinating work, and its numerous insights merit many more
pages of review than we can afford to devote to it at present.  There are times when the
linguistic analysis gets a bit thick for the general reader, but Crystal, as appropriate to a scholar
with his concerns, usually is clear and concise.
Anyone interested in either language or communications would find this book a wonderfully
rewarding read.  Moreover, the 2nd edition is a true rewriting of the first, and the author makes
good use of the several years that passed between editions.
[1] Crystal’s corporate page can be found a:  http://www.davidcrystal.com/
[2] See, for example, our review essay, “What is Good Writing for the World Wide
Web?” http://bcis.pacificu.edu/journal/2002/11/bookrev1.php which reviews a number of
pertinent works.
[3] Xii.
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6 THOUGHTS ON “ENGLISH AS A GLOBAL LANGUAGE”
zycie gwiazd
on January 30, 2014 at 7:09 AM said:
“Great, thanks for sharing this article post.Appreciate it Again and again. Terrific.”
naija
on January 30, 2014 at 11:35 AM said:
Thank you for sharing good information. Your site is extremely cool. I am impressed by
the details that you have on this site. It reveals how nicely you understand this subject.
Bookmarked this web site page, will occur back for far more articles.
Gianna Erlandson
on January 30, 2014 at 5:18 PM said:
I
Danica Coopage
on January 30, 2014 at 6:14 PM said:
Good web site! I really love how it is easy on my eyes and the data are well written. I am
wondering how I might be notified whenever a new post has been made. I have
subscribed to your RSS feed which must do the trick! Have a nice day!
plotka
on February 1, 2014 at 1:49 AM said:
Its like you read my mind! You seem to know much about this, like you wrote the book
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in it or something. I believe that you just can do with some pics to drive the message
property a bit, but rather than that, this really is great blog. A very good read. I will truly
be back.
Katowice
on February 1, 2014 at 3:38 AM said:
Normally I don’t learn article on blogs, even so I wish to say that this write-up really
pressured me to verify out and do it! Your writing taste has been amazed me. Thank
you, very beneficial article.
